


 
 

 









All Players

View 2 Event 
cards

Secretly view the front of any 2 of 
the 5 face-down Event cards. After 
viewing, place them both back in 
their same positions face-down.

Reveal 1 Event 
card

Flip over any 1 of the 5 face-down 
Event cards. Reveal this card to all 
players and resolve the consequences 
listed on the card. Replace the 
revealed card with the top card from 
the Event deck face-down.

Force another 
player to 

choose 
between 2 

Event cards

Point to any 2 of the 5 face-down 
Event cards and choose any other 
player. The player you chose selects 
either of those 2 face-down Event 
cards without viewing it first, reveals 
it to all players, and resolves. The 
other Event card remains in its 
position unseen. Replace the revealed 
card with the top card from the Event 
deck face-down.

Move to 
or from a 
Rowboat

Move your pawn from either ship or 
Tortuga to an adjoining Rowboat. Or, 
move your pawn from a Rowboat to 
the back of the line on Tortuga or to 
the back of the line on the adjoining 
ship.



Captains

Call for an 
Attack

Successful Attacks let you take trea-
sure from the Spanish Galleon. If the 
Spanish Galleon is out of treasure, 
successful Attacks let you take trea-
sure from the other pirate ship. See 
“Vote Cards” section for details.

Maroon any 
crewmate to 

Tortuga

Maroon any other pawn on your ship 
to Tortuga. You may not maroon 
yourself.

First Mates

Call for a 
Mutiny

Successful Mutinies maroon your 
captain to Tortuga. See “Vote Cards” 
section for details.

Cabin Boys
Move 1 

treasure on 
your ship from 

one hold to 
the other

Move 1 treasure token already on 
your ship from the British treasure 
hold to the French treasure hold, or 
vice versa.

Governor of Tortuga

Call for a 
Brawl

Brawls move the 2 pieces of treasure 
already on Tortuga to one or both 
treasure areas on Tortuga. See “Vote 
Cards” section for details.
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